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. cto er 3, 1917, authorized July 8, 1918,

1.. l-l

:? <1University Calendar for the Undergraduate School
for the Year 1948-49
The First Semester

Sept. 13, 14, 15 .m...m.......m....Registration with the Director of Student
(Mon., Tues., and Wed.)
Accounts and with the Deans for courses
in the first semester.
No student will be permitted to register in courses at
the Universit1 after the final da1 of registration,
September 15.
.

Sept. 16 (Thurs.)

..,

m.u

Sept. 19 (Sun.)

Classes begin at 8:00 a. m.
Formal opening of the schoolyear with solemn
Mass and sermon by the President.

Sept. 20 (Mon.)

..n..mnn

Oct. 13 (Wed.)

mnnn

Founder's Day. (No Cla~ses).

Nov. 1 (Mon.)

mmn

n.All Saint's Day. (No Classes).

Nov. 15 (Mon.)

Latest date for change in registration.

n....mnn....n... Midsemester report of deficient students.

Nov. 18 to 24 ' .....m.....n.......n... Preregistration in courses for the second semes(Thurs. to Wed.)
ter of 1948-49 (See Academic Regulation
113, General Bulletin.)
Nov. 25 (Thurs.)

.....nnm

Thanksgiving Day. (No Classes).

Dec. 8 (Wed.) nnn..nnnn..nn
Dec. 21 (Tues.)

Feast of the
Classes).

Immaculate

Conception.

(No

..mu............ n.Christmas vacation begins at noon.

Jan. 5 (Wed.) .n....n.mn..mnn.. Classes resumed at 8:00 a. m.
Jan. 22 to 29 (Sat. to Sat.) nnSemester examinations in all courses.

The Second Semester
Feb. 1, 2 (Tues., Wed.) n....nRegistration with the Director of Student
Accounts and with the Deans for ('.ourses
in the second semester.
No student will be permitted to register in courses at
the Uni),ersity after the final day of registration,
February 2.

Feb. 3 (Thurs.)

n

nm

Feb. 5 (Sat.) .nnn.m nnnn

Classes begin at 8: 00 a. m.
Latest date for change in registration.
3
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Feb. 22 (Tues.)
March
April

mn

18 (Fri.)

n

1

OF LAW

Washington's

Birthday.

(No Classes).

Midsemester

report of deficient students.

Latest date for submitting entries
for medals and other prizes.

Apr. 4 to 11 (Mon. to Mon.)

April 13 (Wed.)

.............

April 20 (Wed.)

..

April 21 (Thurs.)

00

n

.......

0000

THE COLLEGE OF LAW

in contests

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
In the University

Preregistration in courses for the first semester
of 1949-50 and for the Summer Session
of 1949. (See Academic Regulation 113,
General Bulletin.)

REV. JOHN J. CAVANAUGH,C.S.C., A.M., PH.L.
President

Admin. Bldg.

Easter vacation

REV. JOHN H. MURPHY, c.s.C., S.T.L., S.S.B.
Vice President

Admin. Bldg .

REV. HOWARD KENNA, C.S.C., M.S.
Director of Studies

Admin. Bldg .

REV. JOHN J. LANE, C.s.C., M.A.
Assistant Director of Studie~

Admin. Bldg.

begins at noon.

Classes resumed at 8: 00 a. m.
................... Latest date for comprehensive
examinations,
and dissertations of undergraduates.

May 26 (Thurs.)

Feast of the Ascension.

May 27 to June 4
(Fri. to Sat.)

Semester examinations

May 30 (Mon.)

Memorial

June 4 (Sat.)

Class-day exercises.

Jline 5 (Sun.)

Commencement
Mass and baccalaureate
sermon. Conferring of degrees at 4 p. m.

(No Classes).

for all students.

Day.

The Summer Session of 1949
The Summer Session of 1949 will begin
with registration on June 20, and will end
with conferring of degrees on August 12.

REV. LOUIS
Registrar

J.

THORNTON, c.s.c.,

B.S.C.

Admin. Bldg.

In the College of Law
MR. CLARENCE E. MANION, A.M., PH.M., ].D.
Dean of the College of Law

Law Bldg.

MR. THOMAS F. KONOP, A.B., LL.B.
Dean Emeritus of the College of Law

Law Bldg.

--......-.-

OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION
(The

MR. JOHN

J.

figures in parentheses
indicate the year of appointment
faculty of the University of Notre Dame.)

BRODERICK,JR., LL.B., Instructor

Washington

A.B.,

and

Lee Univ.,

1932;

LL.B.,

to the

in Law.

St. John's

Univ.,

1936.

(I947)

MR. ANTON-HERMANN CHROUST, ] .U.D., PH.D., S.] .D., Associate
of Law.
Univ.

I.U.D.,

of Erlangen,

1929;

PH.D.,

Univ.

of Munich,

1931; S.I.D.,

Professor

Harvard,

1933.

(I946)

MR. WARRENDEAHL, LL.B., Part-time
A.B.,

Univ. of Notre

Dame,

1942;

LL.B.,

Instructor
ibid,

1942.

in Law.
(1947)

REV. WILLIAM J. DOHENY, C.S.C., J .U.D., Professor of Legal Ethics.
I,U.D., Catholic Univ. of America, 1927; Paleography and Diplomatics, Vatican Library,
1933; Pontifical Institute of Christian Archeology, Rome, 1931·34; Advocate and Procurator
of Tribunal of Signatura Apostolica and of Sacred Roman Rota, 1932; Studium Sacrae
Romanae Rotae, Rome, 1932
(1946)
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MR. BERNARD
J. FEENEY,A.B.,LL.M.,Instructor in Law.
A.B., Univ.
1947.

of Notre

Dame,

1939; LL.B., Catholic

Univ.

of America,

1942; LL.M., lr>id.,

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE COLLEGE OF LAW

MR. Lours JACKSON,LL.B., Part-time Instructor in Law.
Univ.

LL.B.,

of Notre

Dame,

1934.

(1947)

The College of Law, an outgrowth of a course in law established at the
University in 1869, is the oldest Catholic law school in the United States. In
the reorganization of the University in 1905 the department of law was given
the status of a college, and since then it has enjoyed a steady growth. The
College is a member of the Association of American Law Schools, an organization of ninety-eight law schools, including the leading university schools of
the country, and is rated as approved by the Council on Legal Education of
the American Bar Association.

MR. EUGENEKNOBLOCK,LL.B., Part-time Instructor in Law.
Univ.

LL.B.,

of Notre

Dame,

1927.

(1947)

MR. THOMASFRANCISKONOP,LL.B., Professor of Law.
Wisconsin

State

Normal,

1900;

Univ.

LL.B.,

of Nebraska,

1904.

(1923)

MR. CLARENCEE. MANION,J.D., Professor of Law.
A.B.,

ibid.,

St. Mary's
1917; J.D.,

College, Kentucky, 1915; A.M., Catholic Univ. of America, 1916; PH.M.,
Univ. of Notre Dame, 1922; J.U.D. (Hon.), Boston Univ., 1942. (1924)

JUDGEJ. ELMERPEAK,A.B.,LL.B., Professor of Law.

j'
I

THE COLLEGE OF LAW

(1946)

Indiana
South Bend,

A.B.,

Univ., 1911; LL.B., Univ.
Ind., since 1931. (1942)

of Notre

Dame,

1912; Judge

of Superior

Court,

of Notre D)'lme, 1926.

(1923)

MR. ELTONE. RICHTER,A.M., J.D., Professor of Law.
A.B.,

Univ. of Chicago,

1931;

ibid.,

A.M.,

1922;

Univ.

J.D.,

MR. WILLIAMDEWEY ROLLISON,A.B., LL.M., Professor of Law.
Indiana

LL.B.,

Univ.,

1921;

A.B.,

ibid.,

1925;

Harvard

LL.M.,

Univ.,

MR. ALFREDL. SCANLAN,A.B.., LL.M., Instructor in Law.
A.B.,

Columbia

Univ.,

1941;

George

LL.B.,

Washington

Univ.,

1946;

1930.

(1930)

LL.M.,

ibid.,

(1947)

MR. ROBERTE. SULLIVAN,A.B.,LL.B., Instructor in Law.
A.B.,

Univ. of Notre

Dame,

1940;

LL.B.,

ibid.,

1946.

(1947)

MR. JAMES F. THORNBURG,A.B., J.D., Part-time Instructor in Law.
A.B"

DePauw

Univ.,

1933;

J.D.,

Indiana

Univ.,

1936.

(1946)

MISS MARIE KATHERINELAWRENCE,A.B., A.B.L.S., Law Librarian.
A.B.,

Indiana

Univ.,

1927;

A.B.L.S.,

Univ.

of Michigan,

Lecturers in the College

1935.

(1945)

of Law

MRS. LORALASHBROOK,LL.B.,Lecturer in the College of Law.
LL.B.,

Indiana

Univ.,

1938.

(1942)

1947.

The Equipment

of the College

Since 1919 the College of Law has had a building of its own. In that
year it was moved from a wing of Sorin Hall to Hoynes Hall, named in honor
of the late Col. William James Hoynes, whose labors of a lifetime were devoted
to the development of the law school at Notre Dame. In the September of
1930 the College was transferred to a new building, a fine three-story structure
of Gothic type. This building, 157 feet long and 104 feet wide, has an assembly hall for 350 persons, eight classrooms, four seminar rooms, a courtroom,
a discussion room, and a library reading room, 50 by 100 feet with a working
library of 22,000 volumes, readily accessible to the students, additional stackroom for 25,000 volumes, and offices for the dean, the librarian, the members
of the faculty, and the Notre Dame Lawyer, the quarterly review of the law
school. The building is at the entrance to the campus.
The law library, under the charge of a special and full-time librarian, consists.of State reports and statutes, the Reports of the United States Supreme
Court, the United States Statutes, Federal Cases, both series of the Federal
Reporter, the National Reporter System, complete sets of the Select Case
System, the Public Utility Reports, the English Reprint and the English Reports, the Northeastern Digest, the American Digest System, the more important law reviews, and the standard textbooks, treatises, and encyclopedias.
The library has from time to time been augmented by substantial gifts of
books from friends of the University, among which should be mentioned
those from the Hon. Timothy E. Howard, of South Bend, Indiana, the Hon.
Jeremiah Gilman Fennessey, of Boston, Massachusetts, the Hon. John F.
O'Hara, of Peru, Indiana, the Hon. Edward J. McDermott, of Louisville,
Kentucky, the firm of Parker, Crabill, Crumpacker, May, and Carlisle, of
South Bend, Indiana, and William J. Finn, of Toledo, Ohio.
In the April of 1930, after the death of the Hon. William P. Breen, '77,
of Fort Wayne, Indiana, a lay trustee of the University and one of Notre
Dame's most devoted alumni, announcement was made of his gift of $250,000
as endowment to the College of Law.
Aims and Methods of the Instruction
It is the aim of the College of Law to give its students a thorough preparation for the practice of law in any state of the Union. The case method
of instruction is employed. By the study, comparison, and discussion of se-
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lected cases the principles of law are considered with reference both to their
history and to their application
in contemporary
practice.
The classroom
lectures and discussions are supplemented
by collateral
reading and by systematic training
in procedure
in the practice court of the college.
In this
court the students receive training in the preparation
of cases for trial and
briefs on appeals.
Each candidate
for the degree in law is required to study
the complete official transcript
of at least one case, from the service of process
to final determination
on appeal, and prepare a brief thereon.
Admission

to the College

of Law

The persons eligible for admission to regular standing in the College of
Law are: (1) graduates
of a recognized college or university;
(2) those who
have secured the required
semester hours of credit in the College of Arts
and Letters, the College of Science, the College of Engineering,
or the College
of Commerce
of the University
of Notre Dame in prescribed
combination
courses, and (3) veterans who have had a minimum of two years of college
work in a recognized institution,
all of which would have been applied toward
a degree, and who have at least sixty semester hours of credit with an exceptionally fine academic
record.
All applications
for admission are considered
largely on the basis of academic standards.
Degrees

Conferred

The College of Law confers the degree of bachelor of laws (LL.B.) on the
regular student who has been in attendance
at the College of Law for a period
of three years and who has completed
at least eighty semester hours of law,
including the required subjects, with a general average of at least 77% (C).
The student who enters the College of Law with a bachelor's
degree, completes the full program of law with an average grade of 90 %, and submits
a thesis acceptable
to the faculty of the College, may receive the degree of
juris doctor
(J .D.), instead of the degree of bachelor of laws.
A small number
of "special students,"
who are not candidates
for any
degree, may be admitted
to the College of Law, provided they are at least
twenty-three
years of age and giv~ evidence of mature talent, general education, and experience,
sufficient to justify the hope that they will profit by
the instruction.
Registration
with Bar Authorities
The rules of many states require the filing of certain certificates or registration with the court or bar examiners before the study of law is begun. As
soon as he decides to study law a student should obtain instructions
from the
proper authorities
(usually the State Board of Law Examiners
or the clerk
of the court of highest jurisdiction)
in the state in which he intends to practice. Failure to comply with such instructions may delay admission to the

bar for a substantial period.
The Law Quarterly

The Notre Dame Lawyer was founded in the fall of 1925. It appears
quarterly,
is wholly student-edited,
and reaches a large number of lawyers,
public officials, and scholars throughout
the country.
The quarterly brings to
its readers lead articles by outstanding
authorities
in the legal profession, a
book review section, a note section containing
analyses of significant
legal
8
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problems,
and a section devoted to up-to-the-minute
coverage of important
recent decisions.
The latter two sections are written by the student staff.
The Notre Dame Lawyer aims, in the main, to fulfill the idea of a "Christian
law review" and expresses the doctrines of the natural law.

"

The quarterly
is also intended
to provide for its student staff excellent
training in writing and in exhaustive legal research which staff members are
required to perform in preparation
of note and case work. Membership
on the
staff of The Notre Dame Lawyer is considered a distinct honor. Selection for
staff members is based upon (a) the student having a minimum general scholastic average of 85 %; (b) his service for one semester in the "In-Training"
group; (c) his having had an article accepted for publication;
(d) approval
of the Dean upon recommendation
of the editor.
"

The Law Club
The Law Club, primarily an organization
of the law students, has charge
of all the social and extracurricular
activities of the College.
Lectures by
prominent
judges and lawyers are arranged
for and delivered under its auspices. The South Bend committee
of the American Bar Association holds a
meeting every month with the senior members of the Law Club at the court
house of St. Joseph County.
At these meetings court dockets are examined
and explained,
and the mechanical
features and routine operations
incidental
to the trial of lawsuits, probate of estates, the recording of instruments,
execution sales, and the like are illustrated
by court and county officials by reference to actual public records.

Scholastic

Grades

and Requirements

The passing grade for law students is 70%.
To be graduated
the candidate for the degree of bachelor of laws must have an average grade of at least
77 % for his passing grades in courses of law at Notre Dame.
The student in
the College of Law who in any semester fails in as much as a third of the
semester hours of work for which he is registered
or fails to achieve an
average of 77 % for his passing gr2des in law courses is placed on probation.
In case he be already on probation
or have been on probation
in any two
former semesters he incurs dismissal because of scholastic deficiencies.
The
student who in any semester fails in two-thirds of the semester hours of work
for which he is registered incurs dismissal.

THE PROGRAM

OF COURSES IN LAW

The College of Law offers a three-year program of courses leading to the
degree of bachelor of laws: For the degree the law student must give six
semesters to the study of law and secure at least eighty semester hours of
credit in the required
and electiw
courses of the program,
with an average
of at least 77 % in those courses.
For the degree of bachelor of laws, the
transfer student must secure at least twenty-four
semester hours of credit in
!aw at Notre Dame and must spend his third year complete in resident study
III the Notre
Dame College of Law. To constitute
full residence a student
must carry at least twelve semester hours of work in a semester.
The maximum amount of law for which a student may register in any semester is sixteen
semester hours out of the total number of hours offered and available.
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hours of credit.

The Program of Courses for the Degree of Bachelor of Laws
First Year
First

Semester

Course
Sem. Hrs.
11 Cont~acts nnnn
nn.n .... n.n .. m.n
mnn.n. 3
12 Torts n.n ..nmnm.n mmmnnn .nmn n.m.n .. ·nn 3
13 Procedure, I .mnn mnn.mn..
n.nmn .. nn.n 3
17 Criminal Law m .... nmnnn m.' ... n nn .. nn".m' 3
19 Fundamental
Law mn. mn nmnnn m .... n.n 2
Bibliography
mn.nnn nm.n.nn .. nmmnn. mm. 1

Second Semester
Course
Sem. Hrs.
11 Contracts m.nn.n.mm.nmn
nnnnmnmnmnm·n
3
12 Torts nm.mn. nm nmnnn.nnn.nn n.nnnnm'nnn
3
14 Procedu"e, II nm.m.nmonn. nnn on.nm ... n ... n 3
16 Personal Property ....nnnm nnn. "'n·nnn.n 2
~lective Courses in Law
5
h

....

......

16

Second Year

m

3
3
2
8

24 Real Property, II .nnmn .. nn.
28 Constitutional Law n.nm.·.
Elective Courses in Law

mn.n ..n .. n 3
____
.. mnmnm 3
n'

10
16

16

Third Year
37 Practice
Elective

Court, I ..nnnm. n'.m.n.
Courses in Law ..--..

n.nn. 1
nnn.15

38 Practice
Elective

Court, II nm. m. n.n n.·n nnnnn
Courses in Law nnnn
nnn.mn

16

19 Fundamental Law
Mr. Manion
The moral origin of the common law and the development of the rights
of the individual against government, based on Blackstone's Commentaries and early English and American cases; the juridical issues of the
American Revolution with annotations of the principles of the American
Declaration of Independence. Two periods a week for a semester: two
semester hours of credit.
Legal Bibliography
A study of law books and their use.
one semester hour of credit.

Mrs. Lashbrook
One period a week for a semester:

1
15
16

Required Courses for the First Year
11 Contracts
Mr. Richter
Offer and acceptance; consideration; formation of contract; beneficiaries
of contracts; assignment of contract; express conditions, conditions implied
in law; impossibility; illegality. Three periods a week for two semesters:
six semester hours of credit.
12 Torts
Mr. Rollison
Assault, battery, false imprisonment, trespass to property, negligence,
liability without fault, fraud and deceit, defamation, malicious prosecution, misuse of legal process, invasion of interests of political and economic
advantage. Three periods a week for two semesters: six semester hours
of credit.
13 Procedure, I
Mr. Broderick
The historical development of pleading; common law pleading and its
forms of writs and actions and pleading in equity. Three hours a week
for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
14 Procedure, II
Mr. Broderick
Development of code pleading, merger of legal and equitable forms of
action; pleading under state practice acts; Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; judgments and motions for new trials, and proceedings supplementary. Three hours a week for a semester: three semester hours of
credit.
15 Personal Property
Mr. Feeney
Classification of property; concept of possession; liens; rights of finders;
adverse possession; bona fide purchaser; gifts; accession; fixtures; satis10

17 Criminal Law and Procedure
Mr. Sullivan
A study of punishments; acts and intent in the specific crime; defenses;
parties; arrest; evidence; hearings before trial; bail; indictment and infonnation; jurisdiction.
Three periods a week for a semester: three
semester hours of credit.

_ .......

15

23 Real Property, I .nnnmnnnnnnm
nmn.n.·
25 Bills and Notes nnnm.n.n.nnnnnnn
.nn m.n.
26 Legal Ethics ..m.nnn ... mnmnnn. mnn. mmn'
Elective Courses in Law .__

Two periods a week for a semester: two semester

Required Courses for the Second Year
23 Real Property, I
Mr. Manion
Rights in land; easements; licenses; natural rights in land; air and water
rights. Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of
credit.
24 Real Property, II
Mr. Manion
Conveyancing; covenants running with the land; estates in land. Three
periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
25 Bills and Notes
Mr. Feeney
Study of the Negotiable Instruments Law; rights and liabilities of pri.
mary and secondary parties to negotiable paper; position of transferors;
requisites of negotiability; qualifications and rights of a holder in due
course; discharge of negotiable instruments. Three periods a week for a
semester: three semester hours of credit.
26 Legal Ethics
Fr. Doheny
Correct concepts of legal ethics; a study of the norm of morality as applicable to legal principles; th~ basic principles of the natural law; the
nature and dignity of the legal profession; the obligations and rights of
judges and lawyers; developments and problems in the legal profession;
the duties of judges and lawyer. in cases of separation or divorce; detailed
study and interpretation of the canons of professional and judicial ethics.
Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
28 Constitutional Law
Mr. Manion
Judicial review; nature and sources of the powers of the Federal government; regulation of interstate and foreign commerce; due process of
11
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law; police powers and equal protection
of the law.
week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.

Three

periods

a

The second-year student must take in addition to the courses listed above,
elective courses sufficient to complete the requirements
of the program for
the degree-as
indicated in the program of courses.

OF LAW

*33 Trusts

Mr. Rollison
Descent and distribution;
testamentary
capacity and inducement;
execution, integration,
revocation;
testamentary
character
and intent; probate
laws; administration
of estatc.
Three periods a week for a semester:
three semester hours of credit.

36 Conflict
Required

Courses

for the Third Year

37 Practice Court and Briefing, I
Two periods a week:

Judge

Peak

Judge

Peak

one semester hour of credit.

38 Practice Court and Briefing, 11
Two periods a week: one semester hour .of credit.

*39 Wills

The third-year student must take, in addition to the courses listed above,
elective courses sufficient to complete the requirements
of the program for
the degree.
Additional

* 16

Domestic

Courses

Relations

Mr. Feeney
and duties; husband and
Three periods a week for

*21 Evidence

Mr. Broderick
Study of the rules of evidence j judicial notice; presumptions
and burden
of proof.
Three periods a week for a semester:
three semester hours
of credit.

This course covers
procedural
matter.
hours of credit.

Mr. Richter
the usual matters in equity jurisprudence,
including
Five periods a week for a semester:
five semester

*29 Bailments
A study of the law of bailments, pledges, and carriers.
week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.

*31 Private

Corporations

Organization
of corporations;
rights and liabilities
holders and directors; dissolution.
Three periods
three semester hours of credit.

32 Municipal

Mr. Konop
Two periods a

Mr. Sullivan
of incorporators,
stocka week for a semester:

Corporations

Organization,
rights and liabilities of municipal corporations.
a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.

Mr. Sullivan
Two periods

* Required to be taken but not necessarily to be passed. In addition to these courses,
each student will be held responsible for registering in all the courses on which he is
to be examined on the State Bar examination of his state. No one will be graduated
until he has taken all these courses.
12

I and II
Mr. Chroust
52 A required course in the second year of law for students in the combination course of Arts and Letters and Law. Elective course for second and
third year law students.
Two periods a week in each semester:
four
semester hours of credit.

72 Agency

18 Partnership
Mr. Sullivan
The law of partnerships;
joint stock companies; creation of business associations; institution and defense of suits; disposition of property; dissolution.
Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.

*22 Equity

Mr. Rollison
Descent and distribution;
testamentary
capacity and inducement;
execution; integration;
revocation;
testamentary
character and intent; probate
laws; administration
of estate.
Three periods a week for a semester:
three semester hours of credit.

51 Jurisprudence,

in Law

A study of the laws governing family rights
wife; parent and child; guardian and ward.
a semester: three semester hours of credit.

of Laws
Mr. Konop
Jurisdiction of courts and of sovereigns over persons and things; domicile;
divorce; remedies; rights of action; procedure; creation of rights; personal
relations; administration
of estates; recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments.
Three periods a week for a semester:
three semester hours
of credit.

Mr. Sullivan
Agency; liability of principal and agent; ratification;
termination;
joint
ventures.
Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of
credit.

74 Administrative

Law
Mr. Scanlan
Study of the creation of administrative
tribunals; the constitutional
and
statutory limits upon administrative
discretion;
the requisites of a fair
administrative
hearing,
including
presumptions,
burdens of proof, and
administrative
notice;
and judicial
control over administrative
action.
Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.

75 Administrative

Procedure
Mr. Scanlan
Study of the Final Report of the Attorney General's Committee on Administrative
Procedure and the Federal Administrative
Procedure Act of
1946 with reference to constitutional
and statutory requisites of federal
administrative
procedure,
including
notice, rule making,
adjudication,
subpoena power, administrative
rules of evidence, and judicial review of
administrative
action. Individual
federal agencies analyzed as to rules of
practice and procedure.
Two periods a week for a semester: two semester
hours of credit.

76 Taxation

Mr. Thornburg
A study of the laws and regulations governing federal income, gift and
estate taxation, together with established procedures
for collection, payments, refunds and penalties.
Three periods a week for two semesters:
six semester hours of credit.

-

* Required to be taken but not necessarily to be passed. In addi tion to these courses,
each student will be held responsible for registering in all the courses on which he is
to be examined on the State Bar examination of his state. No one will be graduated
until he has taken all these courses.
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* Required to be taken but not necessarily to be passed. In addi tion to these courses,
each student will be held responsible for registering in all the courses on which he is
to be examined on the State Bar examination of his state. No one will be graduated
until he has taken all these courses.
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77 Sales
Mr. Feeney
A study of the Uniform Sales Law; transfer of property and title; risk
of loss; rights and obligations of seller and buyer. Two periods a week
for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
Mr. Rollison
*78 Mortgages
A study of the general law of mortgages; real property mortgages; equitable mortgages; liens; remedies. Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of credit.
79 Damages
Mr. Rollison
A study of damages and injury; compensation for loss; damages not for
compensation; elements of compensation; types of actions; statutory proceedings to determine liability. Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of credit.
80 Legislation
Mr. Scanlan
A study in the method of the legislative process and in the judicial techniques of applying statutes in the solution of legal issues; an appraisal
of legislative organization and procedure, legislative drafting and various
means used for making laws effective; student participation in the attempted solution of current problems posed by recently enacted statutes.
Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Mr. Knoblock
81 Patent Law
Study of the law of patents; the procedure for obtaining and defending
patents.. Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours
of credit.
82 Legal Research
Mrs. Lashbrook
Advanced legal research; preparation of a complete memorandum on a
particular question; preparation of legal papers; a study of briefs. Three
periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
83 Introduction to the Practice oj Law
Mr. Broderick
Law as a profession; opportunities for the beginner; legal aid organizations; economics of the profession and compensation for services; law
office organization; attorney and client; organizations of the bar; preventive law; practical subjects related to practice. Four periods a week
for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
84 Public Utilities
Mr. Konop
Business affected with public interest; validity of public utility regulation: the right and duty to serve all without discrimination; excuses for
failure or refusal to serve; abandonment and discontinuance of service;
obligation of utility as to rates; the basis for rates; valuation; property
used and useful, "going" value depreciation and operating expenses;
regulation by commissions and practice and procedure before commissions.
Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.

* Required to be taken but not necessarily to be passed. In addition to these courses,
each student will be held responsible for registering in all the courses on which he is
to be examined on the State Bar examination of his state. No one will be graduated
until he has taken all these courses.
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85 Insurance
Mr. Scanlan
Creation of life insurance contract; warranties and misrepresentations;
estoppel and waiver; insurable interest; property insurance; construction
of various clauses; subrogation. Two periods a week for a semester: two
semester hours of credit.
86 Future Interests
Mr. Manion
Kinds of future interests; construction of limitation powers of appointment; rule against perpetuities and restraints against alienation. Three
periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Mr. Richter
88 Security Transactions
Real and personal security; legal mortgages; security holder's choice of
remedies. Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of
credit.
Mr. Feeney
90 Landlord and Tenant
Rights and liability of landlord and tenant; types of contracts; notice;
remedies. Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of
credit.
92 Creditors' Rights
Mr. Scanlan
A study of the individual and collective procedure avaiable to creditors;
enforcement of judgments; creditors' bills; fraudulent conveyances; general assignments; creditors' agreements; receiverships; bankruptcy. Three
periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
94 Labor Laws
Mr. Konop
Legal problems arising from industrial controversies; strikes, lockouts,
picketing; boycotts, blacklists, and anti-union agreements; labor statutes;
injunctions; collective bargaining. Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of credit.
95 Mining Law
Mr. Sullivan
Study of the discovery, location and patent of lode and placer mining
claims; sub-surface rights; annual labor requirement; abandonment and
forfeiture of mining claims; mining partnerships. Two periods a week
for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
96 Quasi Contracts
Mr. Richter
A study of the quasi-contractual relationships; obligations imposed by
law for the purpose of serving justice. Two periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
98 The Law of the Air
Mr. Feeney
A study of statutory law governing aviation and radio, and the common
law out of which our modern law of air commerce has grown. Two
periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
In the College of Arts and Leiters
Pol. Sci. 181 International Law
Mr. Bartholomew
Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Pol. Sci. 188 Admiralty Law
Mr. Bartholomew
Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
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77 Sales
Mr. Feeney
A study of the Uniform Sales Law; transfer of property and title; risk
of loss; rights and obligations of seller and buyer. Two periods a week
for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
Mr. Rollison
*78 Mortgages
A study of the general law of mortgages; real property mortgages; equitable mortgages; liens; remedies. Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of credit.
79 Damages
Mr. Rollison
A study of damages and injury; compensation for loss; damages not for
compensation; elements of compensation; types of actions; statutory proceedings to determine liability. Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of credit.
80 Legislation
Mr. Scanlan
A study in the method of the legislative process and in the judicial techniques of applying statutes in the solution of legal issues; an appraisal
of legislative organization and procedure, legislative drafting and various
means used for making laws effective; student participation in the attempted solution of current problems posed by recently enacted statutes.
Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Mr. Knoblock
81 Patent Law
Study of the law of patents; the procedure for obtaining and defending
patents.. Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours
of credit.
82 Legal Research
Mrs. Lashbrook
Advanced legal research; preparation of a complete memorandum on a
particular question; preparation of legal papers; a study of briefs. Three
periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
83 Introduction to the Practice oj Law
Mr. Broderick
Law as a profession; opportunities for the beginner; legal aid organizations; economics of the profession and compensation for services; law
office organization; attorney and client; organizations of the bar; preventive law; practical subjects related to practice. Four periods a week
for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
84 Public Utilities
Mr. Konop
Business affected with public interest; validity of public utility regulation: the right and duty to serve all without discrimination; excuses for
failure or refusal to serve; abandonment and discontinuance of service;
obligation of utility as to rates; the basis for rates; valuation; property
used and useful, "going" value depreciation and operating expenses;
regulation by commissions and practice and procedure before commissions.
Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.

* Required to be taken but not necessarily to be passed. In addition to these courses,
each student will be held responsible for registering in all the courses on which he is
to be examined on the State Bar examination of his state. No one will be graduated
until he has taken all these courses.
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86 Future Interests
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Kinds of future interests; construction of limitation powers of appointment; rule against perpetuities and restraints against alienation. Three
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Mr. Richter
88 Security Transactions
Real and personal security; legal mortgages; security holder's choice of
remedies. Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of
credit.
Mr. Feeney
90 Landlord and Tenant
Rights and liability of landlord and tenant; types of contracts; notice;
remedies. Two periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of
credit.
92 Creditors' Rights
Mr. Scanlan
A study of the individual and collective procedure avaiable to creditors;
enforcement of judgments; creditors' bills; fraudulent conveyances; general assignments; creditors' agreements; receiverships; bankruptcy. Three
periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
94 Labor Laws
Mr. Konop
Legal problems arising from industrial controversies; strikes, lockouts,
picketing; boycotts, blacklists, and anti-union agreements; labor statutes;
injunctions; collective bargaining. Two periods a week for a semester:
two semester hours of credit.
95 Mining Law
Mr. Sullivan
Study of the discovery, location and patent of lode and placer mining
claims; sub-surface rights; annual labor requirement; abandonment and
forfeiture of mining claims; mining partnerships. Two periods a week
for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
96 Quasi Contracts
Mr. Richter
A study of the quasi-contractual relationships; obligations imposed by
law for the purpose of serving justice. Two periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
98 The Law of the Air
Mr. Feeney
A study of statutory law governing aviation and radio, and the common
law out of which our modern law of air commerce has grown. Two
periods a week for a semester: two semester hours of credit.
In the College of Arts and Leiters
Pol. Sci. 181 International Law
Mr. Bartholomew
Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Pol. Sci. 188 Admiralty Law
Mr. Bartholomew
Three periods a week for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
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Latin 35 Principles of Roman Law
Mr. Turley
An elective course for student, in the College of Law. A brief treatment
of the history of Roman Law, followed by details of the more important
institutions of Roman private law, and the general principles followed
by the Roman jurists in the development of the system of Roman jurisprudence. Knowledge of Latin is not essential. Three periods a week
for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Special

Lectures

in the College of Law

On December 12th and 13th, 1947, the first Natural Law Institute was
held in the College of Law with the following speakers participating: Honorary
Chairman, the Most Reverend John F. O'Hara, c.s.C., D.D., Bishop of Buffalo;
Presiding Chairman, Reverend John J. Cavanaugh, c.s.c., President of the University of Notre Dame; Clarence Manion, Dean of the College of Law, whose
subject was "The Natural Law Philosophy of the Founding Fathers"; Mr.
Ben Palmer of Minnesota, who spoke on "Natural Law and Pragmatism";
Mr. Harold McKinnon of San Francisco, whose address was entitled, "Natural
Law and Positive Law"; Prof. Mortimer Adler of Chicago, who discussed
"Philosophy of the Natural Law," and the Reverend William J. Doheny,
c.s.c., who closed the Institute with his lecture on "The Eternal Law Background of the Natural Law." A second Natural Law Institute will be held
at the University in December, 1948.
Special lectures on various fields of law are given by the professors in the
College of Law, and by visiting lecturers. Special seminars are conducted by
the faculty. Special lecturers in the College of Law include Mr. M. M. Oshe
of the Chicago Title and Trust Company, Mr. Alexander J. Resa, Assistant
Corporation Counsel of Chicago, and the Honorable Roger J. Kiley, Judge
of the Illinois Appellate Court, who has lectured regularly on the nature of
justice.

Combination

Programs in Law

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF ARTS AND LETTERS AND LAW
The College of Arts and Letters and the College of Law offer a combination program of Arts and Letters and Law, extending through twelve semesters
(six schoolyears) and leading to the two degrees of bachelor of arts and
bachelor of laws. The student who takes this combination course must spend
his first six semesters exclusively in the College of Arts and Letters and must
earn 102 semester hours of credit in that college. In his first two semesters of
law, which count also as part of his work in the College of Arts and Letters,
he is required to take, in addition to the courses of law, four semester hours
of senior philosophy or some other subject approved by the dean of the College of Arts and Letters, and to submit a thesis acceptable to the faculty of
that college or pass a comprehensive examination in his major subject, as required by the particular department. In the third and fourth semesters of his
law course he must com~lete his work in senior philosophy (jurisprudence).
The degree of bachelor of arts is conferred at the end of the tenth semester of
the combination course and the bachelor of laws at the end of the twelfth
semester.
The Combination Program for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
and Bachelor of Laws
(Each of the six years in the program consists of two semesters. For the specific subjects
of the courses of the first three schoolyeaf3 see the Bulletin of the College of Arts and Letters)

First Year

Second Year

Course
Sem. Hrs.
Religion 15 and 16
..
u
um" 4
English 11 and 12
m "" m.m
m" 6
Philosophy 11 m
m m.' m m'" 3
History 11 and 12 .m..m
umm .. m
mum 6
Science 11 and 12 ........ m..m um..m u..m'.'" 6
Speech 12 ..mmm ..m.." mm
mm..m mm 3
Foreign Language ....u..m m
m u
6
Physical Education 11 and 12 ""UU"" ..m.m(6)

Course
Sem. Hrs
Religion 23 and 24 . uummuuu uu
u
4
English 21 and 22
m m m
m 6
Philosophy 23 and 24 m.um
m.mm
6
History 21 and 22 mm _ mm m
um.. 6
Economics 21 and 22
mmmm ..m
m 6
Foreign Language .m..m
m mm.m
6
Zoology 21 and 22 .._m m m
m(2)
Physical Education 21 and 22
mm..m
(4)

34

34

Fourth Year

Third Year
Religion 31 and 32
m u..m
English 31, 32, 33, 34 (any two) ..mm
Philosophy 32 ....m..... m
mm
u.m
Political Science 32
m m..muU
Sociology 31 and 32 mu"uu ..u.... m.m ..m
Major Sequence ...m....mm ...m m....mu ..m

m 4
m' 6
3
m. 3
m.. 6
mI2

Philosophy 63 and 42 ..... u m..mmm
"
Law 11 Contracts
m"mm ..m mU m
Law 12 Torts ... u
m
m m.m' m "
Law 13 Procedure, I
..m
m.m ..
Law 14 Procedure, II mm
m"m m..... " ..
Law 15 Personal Property m m m..u""."""
Law 16 Domestic Relations
Law 17 Crilfiinal Law ....... uu
m.mm
Law 19 Fundamental
Law ..
m

m

..

m

"

"".",

2

Sixth Year

and 52 Jurisprudence,
I and II .... 4
Real Property, I
.m..... u m..m.." 3
Real Property, II mumm.m "'"'''' 3
Constitutional
Law .m
m. 3
Courses in Law ... m.' uu..mm m... 19

Law 37 Practice Court, I
u._. m
Law 38 Practice Court, II m' uu.u
Elective Courses in Law mmu
u

1

m 1
mu.30

32

32

Total for the six years: 200 semester hours
16

3

3

34

34

Fifth Year
Law 51
Law 23
Law 24
Law 28
Elective

6
6
6
3
3
2
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Latin 35 Principles of Roman Law
Mr. Turley
An elective course for student, in the College of Law. A brief treatment
of the history of Roman Law, followed by details of the more important
institutions of Roman private law, and the general principles followed
by the Roman jurists in the development of the system of Roman jurisprudence. Knowledge of Latin is not essential. Three periods a week
for a semester: three semester hours of credit.
Special

Lectures

in the College of Law

On December 12th and 13th, 1947, the first Natural Law Institute was
held in the College of Law with the following speakers participating: Honorary
Chairman, the Most Reverend John F. O'Hara, c.s.C., D.D., Bishop of Buffalo;
Presiding Chairman, Reverend John J. Cavanaugh, c.s.c., President of the University of Notre Dame; Clarence Manion, Dean of the College of Law, whose
subject was "The Natural Law Philosophy of the Founding Fathers"; Mr.
Ben Palmer of Minnesota, who spoke on "Natural Law and Pragmatism";
Mr. Harold McKinnon of San Francisco, whose address was entitled, "Natural
Law and Positive Law"; Prof. Mortimer Adler of Chicago, who discussed
"Philosophy of the Natural Law," and the Reverend William J. Doheny,
c.s.c., who closed the Institute with his lecture on "The Eternal Law Background of the Natural Law." A second Natural Law Institute will be held
at the University in December, 1948.
Special lectures on various fields of law are given by the professors in the
College of Law, and by visiting lecturers. Special seminars are conducted by
the faculty. Special lecturers in the College of Law include Mr. M. M. Oshe
of the Chicago Title and Trust Company, Mr. Alexander J. Resa, Assistant
Corporation Counsel of Chicago, and the Honorable Roger J. Kiley, Judge
of the Illinois Appellate Court, who has lectured regularly on the nature of
justice.

Combination

Programs in Law

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF ARTS AND LETTERS AND LAW
The College of Arts and Letters and the College of Law offer a combination program of Arts and Letters and Law, extending through twelve semesters
(six schoolyears) and leading to the two degrees of bachelor of arts and
bachelor of laws. The student who takes this combination course must spend
his first six semesters exclusively in the College of Arts and Letters and must
earn 102 semester hours of credit in that college. In his first two semesters of
law, which count also as part of his work in the College of Arts and Letters,
he is required to take, in addition to the courses of law, four semester hours
of senior philosophy or some other subject approved by the dean of the College of Arts and Letters, and to submit a thesis acceptable to the faculty of
that college or pass a comprehensive examination in his major subject, as required by the particular department. In the third and fourth semesters of his
law course he must com~lete his work in senior philosophy (jurisprudence).
The degree of bachelor of arts is conferred at the end of the tenth semester of
the combination course and the bachelor of laws at the end of the twelfth
semester.
The Combination Program for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
and Bachelor of Laws
(Each of the six years in the program consists of two semesters. For the specific subjects
of the courses of the first three schoolyeaf3 see the Bulletin of the College of Arts and Letters)
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u
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6
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6
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3
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Program of Courses lor the Degree of Bachelor of Science
Engineering and the Degree of Bachelor of Laws

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF COMMERCE AND LAW
The College of Commerce and the College of Law offer a combination
program, extending through twelve semesters (six schoolyears) and leading to
the two degrees of bachelor of philosophy in commerce or bachelor of science
in commerce and bachelor of laws. The student who takes this combination
course must spend his first six semesters exclusively in the College of Commerce. In the fourth and fifth years, the student takes law and commerce
courses. The degree of bachelor of philosophy in commerce or bachelor of
science m commerce is conferred a!. the end of the fifth year and the degree
of bachelor of laws at the end of the sixth year. For the complete program
of Commerce courses, consult the Bulletin of the College of Commerce.
Seventh

Course

Semester

Stm. Hrs.

Commerce
Course* m'nmnnnum·.
mn 3 to 6
Law 11-Contracts
mumnnn mu.mu .m.nu.u u 3
Law 12-Torts
mmnm'nnUnn _u.m..n.u.n ..... nn 3
Law
13-Procedure,
I nnUn uu.uu.mnm'.U 3
Law IS-Personal
Property m..n .uumuunn n' 2
Law 19-Fundamental
Law munnUunuu·.·
2
Bibliography,
I m.nm.n.nu.u.u. mum ..mn'U..n. (1)

Eighth Semester
Course
~crn. Hrs.
Commerce
Course* nuumumm.mmnmm 3 to 6
Law 11-Contracts
.m..m.nnmU.mnUnUU.wmu 3
Law 12-Torts
wummnmu mnm m.nm'.'U.'n ..n 3
Law 14-Procedure,
II u u.unnnunnm.nnn 3
Law 17 -Criminal
Law u uunuwnnmun'n 3

15

17
Ninth
Semester
Commerce Course .n
__3
Law 23-Real
Property,
I .. un. .u.uuu.u
3
Law 26--Legal
Ethics
nnnm.n nmUUnmnw. 2
Elective Courses in Law
__
R
mm

..

Tenth
Semester
Commerce Course
Law 24-Real
Property,
II nm.
Law 28-Constitutional
Law
Elective Courses in Law
u""

m

..

n

__

mmnun
mnm.
unnw.mm
num

3
3
3
7

16

16

Eleventh
Semester
Law 37-Practice
Court and Briefing, I.u 1
Elective
Courses in Law .nunmmmnnnu ml5

Twelfth
Semester
Law 38-Practice
Court and Briefing, IL 1
Elective
Courses in Law wumu ..unn.uu .. mI5

16

16

Total for the six years: 196 to 199 semester hours

* The credit hours in Commerce in the seventh and eighth semesters
accordance
with the major subject selected in the College of Commerce.

vary in number

Freshman Year

h

__

f

The College of Engineering and the College of Law offer a combination
program of Engineering and Law, extending through twelve semesters (six
school years) and leading to the two degrees of Bachelor of Science in Engineering and Bachelor of Laws. The student who takes this combination
course must spend his first six seme~ters exclusively in the College of Engineering. In the fourth and fifth year of the combination the student has, along
with his courses in law, four courses in Engineering. The degree of Bachelor
of Science in Engineering is awarded at the end of the fifth year and the
Degree of Bachelor of Laws at the end of the sixth year.
To be eligible for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering at the
end of the fifth year the student must have completed 130 hours of Engineering credits.
18

20

20

Sophomore Year
Third Semester
Religion 23 Christian
Apologetics
n.·u mnn 2
Mathematics
21 Differential
Calculus m un 4
Chemistry 25 Introductory
Organic
Chemistry,
I mU.nm.n unnn nmnummnu .
Chemistry
27L Experimental
Organic
Chemistry,
I m ..U.nUnumm ...nmUunm.·Unun 1
Physics 23 Engineering
Physics, I mh.h·nom' 3
Mechanical
Engineering
21 Machine Shop 2
Engr. Drwg. 21, Descriptive
GeometrYhh .. 2
Mechanical Engineering 23 Engineering
Materials
hhu ..nnmhhu.n mh.Uhh·hhn .unou. 2
Physical Education
21 Physical Training
h(2)
Zoology 21 Elementary
Hygiene,
I hU...h.( 1)

Fourth Semester
Religion 24 Catholic Dogma, I mmWno n'h 2
Mathematics
22 Integral
Calculus
hhh h·n 4
Chemistry
26 Introductory
Organic
Chemistry,
II Uhu.u'n.Uh.h.mh h ..nom nmnh. 3
Chemistry
28L Experimental
Organic
Chemistry,
II hm.mhhunomhhUhno.m.nhhhm
Physics 24 Engineering
Physics, II m'.n.h 3
Mechanical
Engineering
22 Machine Shop 2
Engineering
Drawing
22 Machine
Drawing
h.humm mmmmu.nnonon.hmhUUhhh' 2
Engineering
Mechanics
26 Statics munnoUhh 3
Physical Education
22 Physical Training
.. (2)
Zoology 22 Elementary
Hygiene,
II mhn.(l)

20

19

Junior Year
Fifth Semester
Religion 31 Catholic Dogma, II .n
.m.. 2
Economics 25 The Fundamentals
of
Economics
__ _..
2
Engineering
Mechanics
33 Strength
of
Materials
m.nmmn .no.n...n.mnohnmno.n'n.Uh. 4
Metallurgy 21 Physical Metallurgy,
I un
2
Metallurgy 21b Laboratory
in Physical
Metallurgy
Uhnomhh hunhmhnnmh ..... · m.1;1,
Electrical Engineering
37 The Elements
of Electrical Engineering,
I ... ........
4
Mechanical
Engineering
37 Elementary
Thermodynamics
hhnon.... hu.nm ..hh nhmh 3
Civil Engineering
32 Hydraulics.u
Uhn 4
m

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF ENGINEERING AND LAW

1'1

Scond Semester
Religion
16 Christian
Morals unn.n·u nu.nU 2
English 12 College Rhetoric and
Composition,
II m.nnUummmnmn nU.n mm' 3
Chemistry
12 Qualitative
Analysis nummnn 5
Physics 14 Mechanics,
Heat and Sound m' 3
Mathematics
18 Freshman Mathematics,
II 5
Engineering
Drawing
12 Intermediate
Drawing .__
..__
·..· n_· .. ·· .. ···· --.
Phys. Ed. 12 Physical Training,
II .n.mun.(3)
Lectures
for Freshman
Engineers
mun.m.U (1 )

First Semester
2
Religion
15 The Life of Christ
English 11 College Rhetoric and
Composition,
I
__
3
Chemistry
11 General Chemistry
.mnmu.nU 5
Mathematics
17 Freshman
Mathematics,
I 5
Physics 13 Mechanics,
Heat and Sound uu 3
Engineering
Drawing
11 The Elements
2
of Drawing
un nnUUu·n mmU
m(3)
Phys. Ed. 11 Physical Training,
I
u(l)
Lectures for Freshman
Engineers

.00

in

in

..

_

Sixth Semester
Religion 32 Christian
Sacramental
Life ,n. 2
Economics
26 The Fundamentals
of
Economics .__...
2
Engineering Mechanics 31 Dynamics . __
3
Civil Engineering
34 Laboratory
in
Strength of Materials u.u ... hmUnon hU.·.·. 1
Metallurgy
22 Physical Metallurgy,
II uUU 2
Metallurgy
22b Laboratory
in Physical
Metallurgy
m.nUUU.n
UW_Um.hh.n1;1,
Electrical
Engineering
38 The Elements
of Electrical Engineering,
II .Uh.hUnom...no 4
Mechanical
Engineering
36 Laboratory
in Mechanical
Engineering
......... __. 2
Physics 35 Introduction
to Modern
PhySICS ... no..nnmh.m.nhnono..nhm.m ..hU.nono.no3
n

__

n

......

__

• __

.....

_n

__

....

.......

00

__

..

20Y,

22;1,

Fourth Year
Electrical

Seventh
Engineering

Semester
4
33 noh..U·nnhnono...U. 3

t:: H=~~~i~:::~:·::i:·::::::::.:.:.·:::::::::·:·::::::·:.:i
Law IS-Personal

Property.

i~lio~~~~~nd~~e.~tal.n~.a.~

.hmnh.unn

2

...:..... ::::::::.:::::::::

nh

1

Eighth Semester
Mechanical
Engineering
32 ..hh ...mhno mn
Law ll-Contracts
h.no nh..h.u.hnUh nmUh,_,h
Law 12-Torts
.nmhU m'n.m ..mU hnhunom..hh
Law 14-Procedure,
II .n'hhhU nhnnonnh"hn
Law 16-Domestic
Relations
hn ...nohm'nU..

3
3
3
3
3
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Program of Courses lor the Degree of Bachelor of Science
Engineering and the Degree of Bachelor of Laws

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF COMMERCE AND LAW
The College of Commerce and the College of Law offer a combination
program, extending through twelve semesters (six schoolyears) and leading to
the two degrees of bachelor of philosophy in commerce or bachelor of science
in commerce and bachelor of laws. The student who takes this combination
course must spend his first six semesters exclusively in the College of Commerce. In the fourth and fifth years, the student takes law and commerce
courses. The degree of bachelor of philosophy in commerce or bachelor of
science m commerce is conferred a!. the end of the fifth year and the degree
of bachelor of laws at the end of the sixth year. For the complete program
of Commerce courses, consult the Bulletin of the College of Commerce.
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Bibliography,
I m.nm.n.nu.u.u. mum ..mn'U..n. (1)
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15

17
Ninth
Semester
Commerce Course .n
__3
Law 23-Real
Property,
I .. un. .u.uuu.u
3
Law 26--Legal
Ethics
nnnm.n nmUUnmnw. 2
Elective Courses in Law
__
R
mm

..

Tenth
Semester
Commerce Course
Law 24-Real
Property,
II nm.
Law 28-Constitutional
Law
Elective Courses in Law
u""

m

..

n

__

mmnun
mnm.
unnw.mm
num

3
3
3
7

16

16

Eleventh
Semester
Law 37-Practice
Court and Briefing, I.u 1
Elective
Courses in Law .nunmmmnnnu ml5

Twelfth
Semester
Law 38-Practice
Court and Briefing, IL 1
Elective
Courses in Law wumu ..unn.uu .. mI5

16

16

Total for the six years: 196 to 199 semester hours

* The credit hours in Commerce in the seventh and eighth semesters
accordance
with the major subject selected in the College of Commerce.

vary in number

Freshman Year

h

__

f

The College of Engineering and the College of Law offer a combination
program of Engineering and Law, extending through twelve semesters (six
school years) and leading to the two degrees of Bachelor of Science in Engineering and Bachelor of Laws. The student who takes this combination
course must spend his first six seme~ters exclusively in the College of Engineering. In the fourth and fifth year of the combination the student has, along
with his courses in law, four courses in Engineering. The degree of Bachelor
of Science in Engineering is awarded at the end of the fifth year and the
Degree of Bachelor of Laws at the end of the sixth year.
To be eligible for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering at the
end of the fifth year the student must have completed 130 hours of Engineering credits.
18

20

20

Sophomore Year
Third Semester
Religion 23 Christian
Apologetics
n.·u mnn 2
Mathematics
21 Differential
Calculus m un 4
Chemistry 25 Introductory
Organic
Chemistry,
I mU.nm.n unnn nmnummnu .
Chemistry
27L Experimental
Organic
Chemistry,
I m ..U.nUnumm ...nmUunm.·Unun 1
Physics 23 Engineering
Physics, I mh.h·nom' 3
Mechanical
Engineering
21 Machine Shop 2
Engr. Drwg. 21, Descriptive
GeometrYhh .. 2
Mechanical Engineering 23 Engineering
Materials
hhu ..nnmhhu.n mh.Uhh·hhn .unou. 2
Physical Education
21 Physical Training
h(2)
Zoology 21 Elementary
Hygiene,
I hU...h.( 1)

Fourth Semester
Religion 24 Catholic Dogma, I mmWno n'h 2
Mathematics
22 Integral
Calculus
hhh h·n 4
Chemistry
26 Introductory
Organic
Chemistry,
II Uhu.u'n.Uh.h.mh h ..nom nmnh. 3
Chemistry
28L Experimental
Organic
Chemistry,
II hm.mhhunomhhUhno.m.nhhhm
Physics 24 Engineering
Physics, II m'.n.h 3
Mechanical
Engineering
22 Machine Shop 2
Engineering
Drawing
22 Machine
Drawing
h.humm mmmmu.nnonon.hmhUUhhh' 2
Engineering
Mechanics
26 Statics munnoUhh 3
Physical Education
22 Physical Training
.. (2)
Zoology 22 Elementary
Hygiene,
II mhn.(l)

20

19

Junior Year
Fifth Semester
Religion 31 Catholic Dogma, II .n
.m.. 2
Economics 25 The Fundamentals
of
Economics
__ _..
2
Engineering
Mechanics
33 Strength
of
Materials
m.nmmn .no.n...n.mnohnmno.n'n.Uh. 4
Metallurgy 21 Physical Metallurgy,
I un
2
Metallurgy 21b Laboratory
in Physical
Metallurgy
Uhnomhh hunhmhnnmh ..... · m.1;1,
Electrical Engineering
37 The Elements
of Electrical Engineering,
I ... ........
4
Mechanical
Engineering
37 Elementary
Thermodynamics
hhnon.... hu.nm ..hh nhmh 3
Civil Engineering
32 Hydraulics.u
Uhn 4
m

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF ENGINEERING AND LAW

1'1

Scond Semester
Religion
16 Christian
Morals unn.n·u nu.nU 2
English 12 College Rhetoric and
Composition,
II m.nnUummmnmn nU.n mm' 3
Chemistry
12 Qualitative
Analysis nummnn 5
Physics 14 Mechanics,
Heat and Sound m' 3
Mathematics
18 Freshman Mathematics,
II 5
Engineering
Drawing
12 Intermediate
Drawing .__
..__
·..· n_· .. ·· .. ···· --.
Phys. Ed. 12 Physical Training,
II .n.mun.(3)
Lectures
for Freshman
Engineers
mun.m.U (1 )

First Semester
2
Religion
15 The Life of Christ
English 11 College Rhetoric and
Composition,
I
__
3
Chemistry
11 General Chemistry
.mnmu.nU 5
Mathematics
17 Freshman
Mathematics,
I 5
Physics 13 Mechanics,
Heat and Sound uu 3
Engineering
Drawing
11 The Elements
2
of Drawing
un nnUUu·n mmU
m(3)
Phys. Ed. 11 Physical Training,
I
u(l)
Lectures for Freshman
Engineers

.00

in

in

..

_

Sixth Semester
Religion 32 Christian
Sacramental
Life ,n. 2
Economics
26 The Fundamentals
of
Economics .__...
2
Engineering Mechanics 31 Dynamics . __
3
Civil Engineering
34 Laboratory
in
Strength of Materials u.u ... hmUnon hU.·.·. 1
Metallurgy
22 Physical Metallurgy,
II uUU 2
Metallurgy
22b Laboratory
in Physical
Metallurgy
m.nUUU.n
UW_Um.hh.n1;1,
Electrical
Engineering
38 The Elements
of Electrical Engineering,
II .Uh.hUnom...no 4
Mechanical
Engineering
36 Laboratory
in Mechanical
Engineering
......... __. 2
Physics 35 Introduction
to Modern
PhySICS ... no..nnmh.m.nhnono..nhm.m ..hU.nono.no3
n

__

n

......

__

• __

.....

_n

__

....

.......

00

__

..

20Y,

22;1,

Fourth Year
Electrical

Seventh
Engineering

Semester
4
33 noh..U·nnhnono...U. 3

t:: H=~~~i~:::~:·::i:·::::::::.:.:.·:::::::::·:·::::::·:.:i
Law IS-Personal

Property.

i~lio~~~~~nd~~e.~tal.n~.a.~

.hmnh.unn

2

...:..... ::::::::.:::::::::

nh

1

Eighth Semester
Mechanical
Engineering
32 ..hh ...mhno mn
Law ll-Contracts
h.no nh..h.u.hnUh nmUh,_,h
Law 12-Torts
.nmhU m'n.m ..mU hnhunom..hh
Law 14-Procedure,
II .n'hhhU nhnnonnh"hn
Law 16-Domestic
Relations
hn ...nohm'nU..

3
3
3
3
3

15

18

19

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW

OF NOTRE DAME

Jt;nior Year

Fifth Year
Ninth
Semester
Mechanical Engineering 86 ..
Law 23-Real
Property, I m
Elective Courses in Law ...
_n

2
........ 3
........... 11
....

m'

Tenth
Semester
Chemical Engineering
24 . m..m
m. 3
Law 24--Real Property, II..
m
mm. 3
Law 28-Constitutional
Law
..m..mm. 3
Elective Courses in Law
_
7
m.

m

__

16

16

Fifth Semester
Religion 31 Catholic Dogma, II' ." ........m..
Philosophy 23 Introduction
to Philosophy ..
Language French or German3
Economics 21 Principles of Economics, I
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)'
"un

Twelfth
Semester
Law 38-Practice
Court, II m·
Elective Courses in Law

mm"m 1
......15
16

16

Total for the six years: 134 semester hours of Engineering
and 85 semester hours of Law

••

..

m ..
..

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF SCIENCE AND LAW

To be eligible for the degree of bachelor of science at the end of the fifth
year the student must have completed seventy hours of science, of which at
least forty must be in the physical sciences or in the biological sciences. For
the special degrees in biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics or geology, the
student will be guided in his selection of courses by the programs listed in
the bulletin of the College of Science.
Program of ·Courses for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
and the Degree 01 Bachelor of Laws
Freshman Year

.

First Semester
Course
Subject
Sem. Hrs.
Religion 15 The Life of Christ' .m
2
English 11 Rhetoric and Composition
3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Geology)' ..mmmmm
m
12
Phys. Ed. Physical Training,
I .m
m.(3)

Second Semester
Course
Subject
Sem. Hrs.
Religion 16 Christian Morals' m..mmmon."" 2
English 12 Rhetoric and Composition ..m. 3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)'
oom.......m...12
Phys. Ed. 12 Physical Training,
m..m.. (3)

17

17

n

3
3
3
3
2

~

Eighth Semester
Science2
• ..
Law ll-Contracts
m...
...
Law 12-Torts
.
Law 14--Procedure,
II
Law 17-Criminal
Law
nnmm...n.. nn.....
hu

.m

__

.

..n

n

3

3
3
3
3

1
15

Fifth Year
Ninth
Semester
Science2 _ ----- •. -- .....
...... __
__...... __....
Law 23-Real
Property, I nn.n..nmmm
Elective Courses in Law

3
n 3
__11

Tenth
Semester
Science2 -..
nn....nn'n 3
Law 24--Real Property, II
nnmnmn· 3
Law 28-Constitutional
Law " ..mnn m
3
Elective Courses in Law ....
.........8

16

16

Sixth Year
Eleventh
Semester
Law 37-Practice
Court, I
Elective Courses in Law .

1
...15

Twelfth
Semester
Law 38-Practice
Court, II ... m
Elective Courses in Law ....... mm

m..mn 1
n
J5

16

16

Total for the six years: 198 semester hours
The non-Catholic
student
tute for them twelve semester
I

who does not wish to take the courses in religion must substi.
hours in other courses, designated by the Dean of the College.

2 For the selection of science courses the student will be guided by the programs of courses
as listed in the Bulletin for the College of Science. If the student wishes to follow a specific
major sequence in Chemistry, Physics, or Mathematics, it will be necessary for him to complete courses in mathematics through differential and integral calculus. Furthermore,
he must
present solid geometry and advanced algebra credit from high school for entrance into the
college. If he follows a major sequence in physical science or in biology, General Mathematics, I and II will suffice to meet the requirements
in this subject. Plane Geometry and
Elementary Algebra credit from high school are required for admission to this program.

I

3 The twelve semester hours of required
credit in foreign language must all be taken in
the same language. Substitution of another language for this requirement must be approved
by the Dean of the College of Science and the Director of Studies. If the student has completed
two or more 1ears of a language in high school-LatiIl;
excepted-he
must begin his college
work with the intermediate
courses. In the science programs it would be wise for him to
elect another language beginning at the elementary stage.

~.

Sophomore Year
Third
Semester
Religion 23 Christian Apologetics' """m ..m 2
Language French or German3
3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
-Biology, Physics, Geology)' ..m. "
12
Phys. Ed. 21 Physical Training, III m m(2)

Fourth Semester
Religion 24 Catholic Dogma, I' ,m.. m..".' 2
Language French or German3 m
3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)' m m
J2
Phys. Ed. 22 Physical Training, IV ..oom (2)

17

17

20

6
17

17

The College of Science and the College of Law offer a combination program of science and law, extending through twelve semesters (six school years)
and leading to the two degrees of bachelor of science and bachelor of laws.
The student who takes this combination course must spend his first six semesters exclusively in the College of Science. In the fourth and fifth year of the
combination the student has, along with his courses of law, four courses of
science. The degree of bachelor of science is conferred at the end of the
fifth year of his combination courst' and the degree of bachelor of laws at the
end of the sixth year.

2
3
3
3

Fourth Year
Seventh
Sernester
Science2
.. _
__
Law 11-Contracts
m.. "'''m
Law 12-Torts
"",,""mm .. " m
Law 13-Procedure,
I .m..
Law IS-Personal
Property
Law 19-Fundamental
Law
Legal Bibliography m..
uh

"

6

Sixth
Semester
Religion 32 Christian Sacramental Life' ..
Philosophy 42 Ethics nn
n n..nnm _..
Language French or German3 .
Economics 22 Principles of Economics, II
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)' "n .. mnn........

17

Sixth Year
Eleventh
Semester
Law 37-Practice
Court, I ..mm".m m m' 1
Elective Courses in Law ..m....m..mm
m... 15

2
3
3
3

21

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW

OF NOTRE DAME

Jt;nior Year

Fifth Year
Ninth
Semester
Mechanical Engineering 86 ..
Law 23-Real
Property, I m
Elective Courses in Law ...
_n

2
........ 3
........... 11
....

m'

Tenth
Semester
Chemical Engineering
24 . m..m
m. 3
Law 24--Real Property, II..
m
mm. 3
Law 28-Constitutional
Law
..m..mm. 3
Elective Courses in Law
_
7
m.

m

__

16

16

Fifth Semester
Religion 31 Catholic Dogma, II' ." ........m..
Philosophy 23 Introduction
to Philosophy ..
Language French or German3
Economics 21 Principles of Economics, I
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)'
"un

Twelfth
Semester
Law 38-Practice
Court, II m·
Elective Courses in Law

mm"m 1
......15
16

16

Total for the six years: 134 semester hours of Engineering
and 85 semester hours of Law

••

..

m ..
..

THE COMBINATION PROGRAM OF SCIENCE AND LAW

To be eligible for the degree of bachelor of science at the end of the fifth
year the student must have completed seventy hours of science, of which at
least forty must be in the physical sciences or in the biological sciences. For
the special degrees in biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics or geology, the
student will be guided in his selection of courses by the programs listed in
the bulletin of the College of Science.
Program of ·Courses for the Degree of Bachelor of Science
and the Degree 01 Bachelor of Laws
Freshman Year

.

First Semester
Course
Subject
Sem. Hrs.
Religion 15 The Life of Christ' .m
2
English 11 Rhetoric and Composition
3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Geology)' ..mmmmm
m
12
Phys. Ed. Physical Training,
I .m
m.(3)

Second Semester
Course
Subject
Sem. Hrs.
Religion 16 Christian Morals' m..mmmon."" 2
English 12 Rhetoric and Composition ..m. 3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)'
oom.......m...12
Phys. Ed. 12 Physical Training,
m..m.. (3)

17

17

n

3
3
3
3
2

~

Eighth Semester
Science2
• ..
Law ll-Contracts
m...
...
Law 12-Torts
.
Law 14--Procedure,
II
Law 17-Criminal
Law
nnmm...n.. nn.....
hu

.m

__

.

..n

n

3

3
3
3
3

1
15

Fifth Year
Ninth
Semester
Science2 _ ----- •. -- .....
...... __
__...... __....
Law 23-Real
Property, I nn.n..nmmm
Elective Courses in Law

3
n 3
__11

Tenth
Semester
Science2 -..
nn....nn'n 3
Law 24--Real Property, II
nnmnmn· 3
Law 28-Constitutional
Law " ..mnn m
3
Elective Courses in Law ....
.........8

16

16

Sixth Year
Eleventh
Semester
Law 37-Practice
Court, I
Elective Courses in Law .

1
...15

Twelfth
Semester
Law 38-Practice
Court, II ... m
Elective Courses in Law ....... mm

m..mn 1
n
J5

16

16

Total for the six years: 198 semester hours
The non-Catholic
student
tute for them twelve semester
I

who does not wish to take the courses in religion must substi.
hours in other courses, designated by the Dean of the College.

2 For the selection of science courses the student will be guided by the programs of courses
as listed in the Bulletin for the College of Science. If the student wishes to follow a specific
major sequence in Chemistry, Physics, or Mathematics, it will be necessary for him to complete courses in mathematics through differential and integral calculus. Furthermore,
he must
present solid geometry and advanced algebra credit from high school for entrance into the
college. If he follows a major sequence in physical science or in biology, General Mathematics, I and II will suffice to meet the requirements
in this subject. Plane Geometry and
Elementary Algebra credit from high school are required for admission to this program.

I

3 The twelve semester hours of required
credit in foreign language must all be taken in
the same language. Substitution of another language for this requirement must be approved
by the Dean of the College of Science and the Director of Studies. If the student has completed
two or more 1ears of a language in high school-LatiIl;
excepted-he
must begin his college
work with the intermediate
courses. In the science programs it would be wise for him to
elect another language beginning at the elementary stage.

~.

Sophomore Year
Third
Semester
Religion 23 Christian Apologetics' """m ..m 2
Language French or German3
3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
-Biology, Physics, Geology)' ..m. "
12
Phys. Ed. 21 Physical Training, III m m(2)

Fourth Semester
Religion 24 Catholic Dogma, I' ,m.. m..".' 2
Language French or German3 m
3
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)' m m
J2
Phys. Ed. 22 Physical Training, IV ..oom (2)

17

17

20

6
17

17

The College of Science and the College of Law offer a combination program of science and law, extending through twelve semesters (six school years)
and leading to the two degrees of bachelor of science and bachelor of laws.
The student who takes this combination course must spend his first six semesters exclusively in the College of Science. In the fourth and fifth year of the
combination the student has, along with his courses of law, four courses of
science. The degree of bachelor of science is conferred at the end of the
fifth year of his combination courst' and the degree of bachelor of laws at the
end of the sixth year.

2
3
3
3

Fourth Year
Seventh
Sernester
Science2
.. _
__
Law 11-Contracts
m.. "'''m
Law 12-Torts
"",,""mm .. " m
Law 13-Procedure,
I .m..
Law IS-Personal
Property
Law 19-Fundamental
Law
Legal Bibliography m..
uh

"

6

Sixth
Semester
Religion 32 Christian Sacramental Life' ..
Philosophy 42 Ethics nn
n n..nnm _..
Language French or German3 .
Economics 22 Principles of Economics, II
Science (Mathematics,
Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Geology)' "n .. mnn........

17

Sixth Year
Eleventh
Semester
Law 37-Practice
Court, I ..mm".m m m' 1
Elective Courses in Law ..m....m..mm
m... 15

2
3
3
3

21
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